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Introductions.I’m Kathryn Campbell. My speciality for the last 15 years has been User Experience and Design Thinking. I’ve helped dozens and dozens of companies of all sizes and industries improve how they gather, prioritize and test requirements. My goal is to improve user experience, but also business success. I work with a lot of companies developing applications, software, and other digital products. Most are frustrated with their processes and results. This presentation illustrates the mistakes I see many of them making.So tell me about you: What role do you play at your organization? How many of you are:Project ManagersProduct ManagersProduct OwnersScrum Masters or Agile Coaches?DevelopersUser Experience team members?Other? What?



Mistake #1: Thinking Too SmallMistake #1: Thinking too small
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Mistake #1: We’re thinking too smallWhat are some words you associate with requirements gathering?We view RG as tedious, time consuming. How long does it typically take at your company?And what do we usually do? Take a bunch of requests from management, look at what competitors are doing, add some backlog items, and throw it all into a spreadsheet or Jira, and say, “okay, here are the requirements.”I can predict 80% of your likely project impact by seeing how you budget and plan for requirements. Sometimes you have a random impulse and it’s genius -- like Jonathan Badeen of Tinder & “swipe right”But usually really fast, internally generated, copycat requirements result in uninspiring, meaningless features. Flip your mindset – THIS is where the magic happens! This our chance to identify something really interesting that could change our business.



“In SAAS, if you are 10x better at One Important Thing that 
customers value and will pay for, that’s enough. Many 
founders build a key feature that is indeed 10x better — but 
not one important enough to pick a new vendor to get.” 

Jason Lemkin, Silicon Valley VC, Founder SaaStr

One important thing
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Mistake #1: We’re thinking too smallYou have to be better at One Big Thing. Jason Lemkin, Silicon Valley VC says “In SAAS...if you are 10x better at (x) One Important Thing that (y) customers value and will pay for, that’s enough. Many founders get this wrong however, and build a key feature that is indeed 10x better — but not one important enough to pick a raw new vendor to get.” Ask the big picture questions, and then figure out how to find the answers. 



Questions to generate ideas

● What trends are impacting the way my clients do 
business?

● What growth segments do I not currently serve that I 
could?

● What technology trends might they benefit from?
● What could I do to significantly impact their business 

results?
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Mistake #1: We’re thinking too smallUse Twitter gal quote about role of a Product Manager?Don’t just “go through the motions.” Ask yourself:Are there new market opportunities that you haven’t served well?What trends are affecting your customers? How are they responding?What new technologies are emerging that might enable you to do things you weren’t able to do in the past?What would have a significant business impact by reaching new customers, increasing customer retention, cross-selling other products, inspiring them to upgrade?Don’t just chase your competitors! Try to better understand the problems to be solved (or jobs to be done). Ask the big picture questions, and then figure out how to find the answers. BCG platform case study: discovering the “real” product idea underlying the initial focus.



Mistake #2: Being Stuck in the PastMistake #2: Being stuck in the past
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Mistake #2: Being stuck in the pastHow often does someone new join your team and suggest something that seems like a good idea, but you have to say, “no, that’s not how we’re architected, we can’t do that? Just don’t go there, Dude!”How many times do you see a competitor doing something that you know you should be doing, but you aren’t because it’s not possible with your legacy code base?Remember: your competitors aren’t constrained by your outdated systems. Your Marketing and Sales people understand that. You need to get their support.Start Central Desktop example: desktop project management & collaboration tool. Missed the move to tablets, less structured teams. Setting up and redeploying resources was time consuming and rigid. Today most agencies rely heavily on freelancers and frequently redeploy resources. So we focused on highly fluid, drag & drop functionality. However, we ran into a couple of big problems...Their data architecture was extremely rigid. Creating flexibility would require a total overhaul.Their in house staff weren’t Apple app builders. They couldn’t easily prototype for iPads.



Explore new tech in parallel
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Mistake #2: Being stuck in the pastOnce the CEO realized that the CTO was halting progress, he gave him cover for the work that would be entailed.Solution: develop a “prototype” for testing, prove value. Got a buyer to finance new product development.What are some ways that we can slay the legacy dragon?You have to protect the new tech group. That’s why skunkworks were created. Start with a prototype or lightweight beta and test it, see how people respond. Develop new system in parallel to prove its value.Then decide: do you Migrate over in waves. Create new product(s) separately, encourage adoption.Rebuild the mothership.Correct solution will vary by company.A recent article on ways to handle disruptive change: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/how-to-start-building-your-next-generation-operating-model



Mistake #3: Assuming too much
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Mistake #3: Assuming we know our customersHow many of us think our company does a terrific job of including our customers throughout our design process?What are the excuses you hear for not doing more?Thinking you already know exactly what your customer wants or needs is very dangerous. I have been doing marketing and product research for more than 20 years. I have never, ever, even one time done a study where there wasn’t at least one surprise. Jared Spool suggests forming all requirements in the form of testable hypotheses: https://articles.uie.com/requirements_gathering/



“Go to your users. Get to know them. Get your customers 
one by one.”

― Paul Graham, of Y Combinator, to Brian Chesky on how to build Airbnb 
(Masters of Scale podcast with Reid Hoffman)

Ask. Listen.
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Mistake #3: Assuming we know our customersIn the podcast Masters of Scale, one of the recurring lessons that successful entrepreneurs stress over and over again is getting closer to your customers. That has been my own experience as well. 



The Fix: Continuous Validation
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Mistake #3: Assuming we know our customersIf you don’t already have an environment in which everyone in your company is continuously interacting with real customers & prospects -- and very few companies are like that -- then let’s figure out how to make that happen.When we set about defining user requirements, we usually jump to asking them to confirm their interest in the features we think or hope that they want, rather than taking a step back and trying to understand theirNeedsEnvironmentExpectationsObstacles to trying something new



Fast, affordable user insights

● Tech support/customer service reviews
● Conferences
● Site visits
● Unmoderated testing (e.g. Usertesting.com)
● Conference room “lab”
● Other ideas?
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Mistake #3: Assuming we know our customersQuick & Dirty guerrilla techniques to get to know your customers and prospects betterHow many of you have an in-house “usability lab”?Do you leverage conferences for research or mostly just sales?Invite customers via email to do moderated or unmoderated reviewsWhat does your company do?Always plan for user interviews ahead of time so they are built into your sprints. Recruit continuously so you always have someone at the ready to give you input or feedback.Regular onsite usability testing that ALL team membersDon’t be afraid to invite senior leadership. Having them hear what you’re hearing is invaluable in terms of getting funding and buy in for your initiatives.Include your devs, and your QA team members, not just the UX team. Serve lunch, make it easy for them to join in. Everyone will get better at their job from being more in tune with your customers. 



Mistake #4: Rarely saying no
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Mistake #4: Not saying No/feature bloatAs Product Owners, we are constantly under siege with requests for new features.Sales team sees a competitive feature, thinks we have to match it.Execs get a random suggestion from their spouse or golf buddy.A customer requested something, so we assume everyone would like that.We still have leftover backlog items from a year ago.However, these additions are almost never offset by a countervailing force to simplify things, so complexity accrues inevitably.I was really struck by a comment made many years ago, during Nokia’s heyday as a mobile phone manufacturer. He stated that 85% of the Nokia phones that were returned “functioned as designed.” They were not defective in the sense that they didn’t work. They were simply unusable.  



The Fix: Show the Cost
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Mistake #5: Not saying “No” It’s important that we continuously reinforce the fact that there are costs to complexity.Cognitive overload and the perception that something is not easy to use creates a barrier to user adoption. Additional development time is multiplied many times over by maintenance time.Increased training to use, customer service support, returns and non-renewals. 



“A theme is a group of features tied together by a simple, 
clear benefit, usually to the user.“

Focus on a small number (1 – 3) of overarching themes 
oriented around solving customer problems. Exclude 
distracting features that don’t relate to the problem at hand. 

― See articles by Bruce McCarthy & Jared Spool

Use themes to focus roadmaps
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Mistake #5: Not saying “No” So how do we help keep our internal users focused?Bruce McCarthy suggests the use of product themes for roadmaps: http://www.productpowers.com/blog/roadmaps-focus-on-vision-benefits-not-features.htmlJared Spool article on Product Themes to maintain focus: https://articles.uie.com/themes/



Ways to say no

● Use themes to enforce focus.
● Let your users deliver the bad news, so you don’t have to.
● Measure perceived complexity.
● Measure & report on features that are rarely or never 

used.
● Do a “prescribed burn” regularly to remove features that 

aren’t being used.
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Mistake #5: Not saying “No” Tangible ideas for saying no (without losing your job):Limit to only features associated to approved themeLet user testing be your friend. Only add features that users have shown an interest in as measured in research – let your users deliver the bad news, so you don’t have to.Regularly measure perceived complexity, presence of items rarely or never usedLimit number of features to add per year, require items be removed from backlog to offset new additions, like a budget offsetDo a “prescribed burn” every other year to remove features that aren’t being used



Mistake #5: Jumping to the answer
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Mistake #5: Jumping to the Answer too fastThis issue is growing in size as wireframing or prototyping tools become easier to use. Just as Survey Monkey convinced everyone that they could write a survey, Sketch and Balsamiq convince people with no training or expertise in information design that they can generate wireframes. Even worse, Product Owners and executives are generating wireframes and comps as a way of communicating their requirements. There are several problems with this:The obvious problem with this is that when the people using these tools have little training or experience in user interface design, they present ideas in a way that is confusing or nonsensical to the rest of the team. “Roads to nowhere,” interface elements that don’t make sense. 



Define Design Develop Deploy

Define = WHAT capability is needed.
Design & Development = HOW to do it. 

Define before you design
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Mistake #5: Jumping to the Answer too fastThe bigger issue is that this approach conflates two very different things -- “what we should help the user accomplish” vs.  “how we might do that.” Instead of first fully ideating and prioritizing what capabilities are required to solve the user problem, the team jumped straight to a single solution. Since most capabilities can be accomplished many different ways, ranging from “quick and dirty” to “robust and expensive,” capturing a need by considering only one solution early in the process completely eliminates creative exploration and communication about other options.   High-level requirements should be documented in a way that is totally independent of specific solutions. No sketches, wireframes, or visual designs at this stage. 



Sample feature matrix
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Mistake #5: Jumping to the Answer too fastWe normally work from a spreadsheet with verbal descriptions of capabilities initially. We then prioritize these by user persona. The final step before agreeing on the MVP for launch is to look at level of effort likely for each feature. At that point we will discuss specific ways that a feature might be implemented -- again, more conceptually than specifically. For example, “This might be a fairly challenging 1 month of development effort if it must be custom built, but if we can live with a simple plugin such as this one that’s available for purchase, it would require only a couple of days for integration and testing.” What do do if you get a wireframe? Set up a workshop or long meeting to deconstruct it.Start by building or reviewing the user persona(s). This refocuses everyone on the user. Go through every element and clarify what the implied user goal was, and ask for support for its importance.Document each item you had to remove because it was not relevant or truly required.Spend more time asking what’s missing -- what else would be important to that user? Create the “themes” we discussedThen explicitly go through the prioritization exercise. Set up for another meeting if everyone is getting tired. You might make snap judgements when you are exhausted that everyone will have to live with for a long time. Next get into the roadmapping or sprint planning process. Where this set up functions is in the overall plan will also affect wireframe design. If at all possible, make it explicit that the UX team will take it from here -- there is no need for the person submitting wireframes to “clean them up.” 



“Most prototypes are built to answer questions such as, ‘Can 
we build it?’ or ‘Will it work as expected?’ instead of focusing 
on questions such as ‘Should we build it at all?’ or ‘If we 
build it, will people buy it and use it?’ 

Make sure you are building The Right It before you build 
It right.”

― Alberto Savoia, Google’s Innovation Agitator, Author

Build the right it
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Wrapping upI was really struck by this quote when I first saw it, because it encapsulates what I have observed over the years. In an effort to move more quickly, companies end up instead chasing their tails and wasting time and resources. Moving more thoughtfully at the beginning of a project usually results in it proceeding more rapidly and efficiently later. 



Be a change agent
● Always ask for user validation.
● Expose the entire product team to user input whenever 

possible.
● Build allies for cultural change.
● Learn to speak the language of business!
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So how can we bring change to our organizations?  Here are a few thoughts.Press for user validation before making assumptions. Expose everyone to your users! It will help build insight and consensus.Share resources that support the value of user centered design with those around you. They don’t read the same stuff we do. Circulate articles, do lunch & learns. Enlist allies from other departments. Finally, here’s a comment from me wearing my MBA hat. I’ve seen a few Chief Product Officers recently commenting on how product teams, and UX leaders in particular, often fail to communicate effectively because they don’t use the language of business.Remember, there are a few numbers your C suite primarily cares about:RevenuesGross marginCostsROIShare priceLearn to tie your initiatives to the language of business. Otherwise, you may seem naive and out of touch.Instead of saying “I’d like to test this and see what users think,” say “I believe we would reduce development time and costs by validating the design first.” It makes all the difference in getting attention if you work for a company that hasn’t yet recognized the value of user centered design.



Thank you!
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Q&A
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